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Benefits of ORCID Integration Exercise

CityU Scholars exports validated and enhanced records to ORCID
→ ORCID can then send publications to various integrated research database and systems

Validated research output records in CityU Scholars synchronized into ORCID account

Links scholarly works and profiles across multiple platforms and systems

Other platforms and systems, such as

- RESEARCHERID
- PUBLONS
- Google Scholar
Sending publications from OCRID to your Publons account

1. Sign into your Publons account

2. On the left-hand-side menu, under “Settings”, click “Account”
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3. Under “Third-party authentication”, click **Link an account**

4. Click “Authorize” to continue
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5. Your ORCID iD will be shown under the icon after authorization.

6. Under “Records”, click “Publication records”.

7. Then choose **IMPORT FROM ORCID**.
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8. A pop-up notification will appear on the right-hand corner, asking you to check again later.

9. After refreshing the page, you can see your ORCID records being added to your Publons publication list.
Feedback & support for ORCID

For more ORCID Account Management quick guides, please visit:
http://libguides.library.cityu.edu.hk/aim/quickguides

For answers to FAQ about ORCID, please access the ORCID Knowledge Base

OR

Contact ORCID via its Member Support Centre